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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED DMX512 COMMUNICATION HAVING CHECKSUM

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention is directed genera lly t o methods and apparatus related to

extensions of a com munication protocol. More particularly, various inventive methods and

appa ratus disclosed herei n relate to methods and appa ratus related t o extensions of the DMX

com munication protocol.

Background

[0002] The DMX com munication protocol is a lighting com mand protocol conventiona lly

employed in the lighting industry for some program mable lighting applications and currently

includes the DMX512 and DMX512-A protocols. In the DMX protocol, lighting related

instructions may be transmitted to a lighti ng unit as control data that is formatted into packets

including up to 512 bytes of data, in which each data byte is constituted by 8-bits representing

a digital value of between zero and 255. These 512 data bytes are preceded by a "start code"

byte (typica lly 0x00).

[0003] In the DMX protocol, an individua l data byte of the up to 512 bytes in a given packet

is intended as a lighting related com mand for a particular lighting unit. For exa mple, an

individua l data byte may be intended as a com mand for a particula r "chan nel" of a mu lt i

channel lighting unit, wherein a digital va lue of zero indicates no radia nt output power for a

given chan nel of the lighting unit (i. e., cha nnel off), and a digita l value of 255 indicates fu l l

radiant output power (100% avai lable power) for the given cha nnel of the lighting unit (i.e.,

cha nnel f u l l on). For exa mple, consideri ng for the moment a t hree-cha nnel lighting unit based

on red, green and blue LEDs (i.e., an " R-G-B" lighting unit), a lighting com mand in DMX protocol

may specify each of a red cha nnel com mand, a green chan nel com mand, and a blue chan nel

com mand as eight-bit data (i .e., a data byte) representi ng a va lue from 0 to 255. The maximu m

va lue of 255 for any one of the color chan nels instructs a processor of the lighting unit t o

control the corresponding light sou rce(s) t o operate at maxi mum availa ble power (i.e., 100%)

for the channel, thereby generating the maximum availa ble radia nt power for that color (such a



com mand structure for an R-G-B lighti ng unit com mon ly is referred t o as 24-bit color control).

Hence, a com mand of the format [R, G, B] = [255, 255, 255] wou ld cause the lighting unit to

generate maxi mum radia nt power for each of red, green and blue light (thereby creating white

light).

[0004] Also, for exam ple, a l l or aspects of an individua l data byte may also be intended as a

com mand t o control one or more additional aspects of a lighting unit and/or other DMX slave

device. For exam ple, one or more data bytes may control pattern, focus, prism, pan, tilt,

rotation speed, and/or animation of a lighti ng unit. Also, for exam ple, one or more data bytes

may control a dim ming shutter, color wheel, and/or fra ming lens of a lighting unit. As

understood by one of ordina ry skill in the art, the DMX protocol may additiona lly or

alternatively be utilized to control other aspects of one or more lighti ng units and/or other DMX

slave devices.

[0005] Thus, a given com munication lin k employing the DMX protocol conventiona lly can

su pport up t o 512 different lighting unit cha nnels. A given lighti ng unit designed to receive

com munications formatted in the DMX protocol genera lly is configured to respond t o only one

or more particular data bytes of the 512 bytes in the packet correspondi ng t o the number of

chan nels of the lighting unit (e.g., in the exam ple of a t hree-chan nel lighting unit, three bytes

are used by the lighting unit), and ignore the other bytes, based on a pa rticu lar position of the

desired data byte(s) in the overa l l sequence of the up t o 512 data bytes in the packet. To this

end, DMX-based lighting units may be equipped with an address selection mechanism that may

be manua lly set by a user/installer to determine the pa rticular position of the data byte(s) that

the lighting unit responds to in a given DMX packet.

[0006] Certain implementations of the DMX protocol involve use of the protocol outside of

its original scope and/or the stretching of the capabilities of the protocol. For exam ple, the

DMX protocol is bei ng utilized over a wireless network in some implementations. Also, for

exam ple, the DMX protocol is uti lized t o control lighting units that may put people and/or

property at risk in some implementations (e.g., eye damaging laser emitti ng lighti ng units

utilized around people). In such implementations, and in other implementations of the DMX



protocol, it may be desira ble to implement error detection and/or correction t o improve

reliability, functionality, and/or safety of lighting units.

[0007] The DMX512 protocol does not provide for error detection . The DMX512-A protocol

mentions error detection via use of a System Information Packet (SI P). The SIP has an alternate

start code (e.g., not 0x00) and includes checksu m data relati ng to the previous sta rt code

packet on the data lin k, along with other control information . Although the SIP implements

some degree of error detection, utilization thereof requires al l DMX slave devices t o be

com pati ble with the DMX512-A protocol. Also, the checksu m included in the SIP is a sim ple

addition checksu m that must be sent in a sepa rate packet that includes a large amou nt of bytes

relative to the checksum com plexity.

[0008] Thus, there is a need in the art to provide methods and appa ratus related to

extensions of the DMX protocol that ena ble error detection by enha nced DMX slave devices,

that maintain fu l l com patibility with non-enhanced DMX slave devices, and that optional ly

overcome one or more additional drawbacks of a SIP.

Summary

[0009] The present disclosu re is directed to inventive methods and appa ratus for improved

backwards com pati ble DMX com munications. For example, in some embodiments methods

and apparatus related t o extensions of the DMX protocol enable error detection by enhanced

DMX slave devices while maintaining fu l l com patibility with non-en hanced DMX slave devices.

The methods and apparatus may uti lize a packet checksu m byte that is incorporated within a

start code packet and that is a checksu m of a plu rality of bytes in the sta rt code packet. A

plura lity of bytes within the start code packet may optional ly be interleaved according to an

interleaving scheme in some variations.

[0010] Generally, in one aspect, a method of providing improved DMX com munication while

maintaini ng backwards com patibility includes con necting a plu rality of enhanced DMX slaves to

a DMX network. The enhanced DMX slaves have a plu rality of DMX slave control add resses

corresponding thereto. The method further includes com pili ng a DMX start code packet have a

plura lity of bytes. The bytes include a p lu rality of enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes



corresponding to the enhanced DMX slave control addresses and include at least one packet

checksum byte. The packet checksum byte is incorporated within the start code packet and is a

checksum of a plurality of the bytes of the start code packet. The method further includes the

steps of transmitting the start code packet on the DMX network; receiving the start code packet

at each of the enhanced DMX slaves; buffering a plurality of the bytes including the packet

checksum at each of the enhanced DMX slaves; and calculating a received checksum of

buffered of the bytes and comparing the received checksum with the packet checksum at each

of the enhanced DMX slaves. Each of the enhanced DMX slaves at least selectively acts on a

respective at least one of the enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes only when a calculated

received checksum and the packet checksum substantially correspond.

[0011] In some embodiments the enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes include interleaved

DMX slave instruction bytes that may optionally have bits that correspond to operating

instructions for a plurality of the enhanced DMX slaves. In some versions of those

embodiments the bytes of the DMX start code further include at least one non-interleaved non-

enhanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding to a non-enhanced DMX slave control

address.

[0012] In some embodiments the method further includes the step of interleaving a plurality

of individual bits among the DMX slave instruction bytes according to an interleaving scheme

prior to transmitting the start code packet on the DMX network. In some versions of those

embodiments the enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes include first, second, and third

enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes and each of the first, second, and third enhanced DMX

slave instruction bytes includes first enhanced DMX slave instruction bits corresponding to a

first of the enhanced DMX slaves and second enhanced DMX slave instruction bits

corresponding t o a second of the enhanced DMX slaves.

[0013] In some embodiments the method further includes the step of transmitting a

separate informational packet t o the DMX slaves that includes data pertaining to calculating the

received checksum.

[0014] In some embodiments data pertaining to calculating the received checksum is

preloaded onto the enhanced DMX slaves.



[0015] In some the packet checksu m byte is provided at the end of the start code packet.

[0016] In some embodiments the checksu m is a checksu m of all control instructions of the

start code packet.

[0017] Generally, in another aspect, a method of providing improved DMX com munication

while maintaining backwards com patibility includes con necting at least one enhanced DMX

slave to a DMX network and con necting at least one non-en hanced DMX slave t o the DMX

network. The enhanced DMX slave has at least one enhanced DMX slave control add ress and

the non-en hanced DMX slave has at least one non-en hanced DMX slave control address. The

method also includes com piling a sta rt code packet have a plura lity of bytes. The bytes include

at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding to the enhanced DMX slave

control address, at least one non-en hanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding t o the

non-en hanced DMX slave control add ress, and at least one packet checksum byte. The packet

checksu m byte is incorporated withi n the sta rt code packet and is a checksu m of a plu ra lity of

the bytes of the sta rt code packet. The method further includes the steps of tra nsmitting the

start code packet on the DMX network; receiving the sta rt code packet at the enhanced DMX

slave; buffering a plu rality of the bytes including the packet checksu m at the enhanced DMX

slave; and calcu lating a received checksu m of buffered of the bytes and com paring the received

checksu m with the packet checksum at the enhanced DMX slave. The enhanced DMX slave at

least selectively acts on the enhanced DMX slave instruction byte only when the received

checksu m and the packet checksum su bstantial ly correspond . The non-en hanced DMX slave

acts on any received non-en hanced DMX slave instruction byte rega rdless of the packet

checksu m.

[0018] In some embodiments the at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte includes

a first enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and a second enhanced DMX slave instruction byte.

[0019] In some embodiments the enhanced DMX slave only acts on the first enha nced DMX

slave instruction byte when the received checksum and the packet checksu m substantia lly

correspond but acts on the second enhanced DMX slave instruction byte even when the

received checksum and the packet checksum do not su bsta ntial ly correspond . In some versions

of those embodiments the method fu rther includes interleaving a plu rality of individual bits in



the first enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and the second enhanced DMX slave instruction

byte according to an interleaving scheme prior to transmitting the start code packet on the

DMX network. In some versions of those embodiments the method further includes

transmitting a manufacturer specific packet to the DMX slave that includes data pertaining to

the interleaving scheme.

[0020] In some embodiments the at least one enhanced DMX slave includes a first enhanced

DMX slave and a second enhanced DMX slave. In some versions of those embodiments the at

least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte includes first, second, and third enhanced DMX

slave instruction bytes and each of the first, second, and third enhanced DMX slave instruction

bytes includes first enhanced DMX slave instruction bits corresponding to the first enhanced

DMX slave and second enhanced DMX slave instruction bits corresponding to the second

enhanced DMX slave.

[0021] Generally, in another aspect, a method of receiving and analyzing improved DMX

communications includes receiving a start code packet having a plurality of bytes. The bytes

include at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding to an enhanced DMX

slave and at least one packet checksum byte. The packet checksum byte is incorporated within

the start code packet and is a checksum of a plurality of the bytes of the start code packet. The

method further includes the steps of buffering a plurality of the bytes including the packet

checksum; calculating a received checksum of buffered of the bytes and comparing the

received checksum with the packet checksum; and at least selectively acting on the enhanced

DMX slave instruction byte only when the received checksum and the packet checksum

substantially correspond.

[0022] In some embodiments the at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte includes

an interleaved first enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and an interleaved second enhanced

DMX slave instruction byte and the method further includes de-interleaving the first enhanced

DMX slave instruction byte and the second enhanced DMX slave instruction byte.

[0023] In some embodiments a plurality of the DMX slave instruction bytes are included and

the method further includes at least selectively acting on some of the enhanced DMX slave

instruction bytes only when the received checksum and the packet checksum substantially



correspond and at least selectively acting on other of the enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes

even when the received checksum and the packet checksum do not substantially correspond.

[0024] Generally, in another aspect, a method of providing improved DMX communication

while maintaining backwards compatibility includes compiling a start code packet have a

plurality of bytes. The bytes include at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte

corresponding to an enhanced DMX slave control address, at least one non-enhanced DMX

slave instruction byte corresponding to a non-enhanced DMX slave control address, and at least

one packet checksum byte. The packet checksum byte is incorporated within the start code

packet and is a checksum of a plurality of the bytes of the start code packet. The method

further includes transmitting the start code packet on a DMX network.

[0025] As used herein for purposes of the present disclosure, the term "LED" should be

understood t o include any electroluminescent diode or other type of carrier injection/junction-

based system that is capable of generating radiation in response to an electric signal. Thus, the

term LED includes, but is not limited to, various semiconductor-based structures that emit light

in response to current, light emitting polymers, organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs),

electroluminescent strips, and the like. In particular, the term LED refers to light emitting

diodes of all types (including semi-conductor and organic light emitting diodes) that may be

configured t o generate radiation in one or more of the infrared spectrum, ultraviolet spectrum,

and various portions of the visible spectrum (generally including radiation wavelengths from

approximately 400 nanometers t o approximately 700 nanometers). Some examples of LEDs

include, but are not limited to, various types of infrared LEDs, ultraviolet LEDs, red LEDs, blue

LEDs, green LEDs, yellow LEDs, amber LEDs, orange LEDs, and white LEDs (discussed further

below). It also should be appreciated that LEDs may be configured and/or controlled to

generate radiation having various bandwidths (e.g., full widths at half maximum, or FWHM) for

a given spectrum (e.g., narrow bandwidth, broad bandwidth), and a variety of dominant

wavelengths within a given general color categorization.

[0026] For example, one implementation of an LED configured to generate essentially white

light (e.g., a white LED) may include a number of dies which respectively emit different spectra

of electroluminescence that, in combination, mix to form essentially white light. In another



implementation, a white light LED may be associated with a phosphor material that converts

electroluminescence having a first spectrum t o a different second spectrum. In one example of

this implementation, electroluminescence having a relatively short wavelength and narrow

bandwidth spectrum "pumps" the phosphor material, which in turn radiates longer wavelength

radiation having a somewhat broader spectrum.

[0027] It should also be understood that the term LED does not limit the physical and/or

electrical package type of an LED. For example, as discussed above, an LED may refer t o a

single light emitting device having multiple dies that are configured to respectively emit

different spectra of radiation (e.g., that may or may not be individually controllable). Also, an

LED may be associated with a phosphor that is considered as an integral part of the LED (e.g.,

some types of white LEDs). In general, the term LED may refer to packaged LEDs, non-packaged

LEDs, surface mount LEDs, chip-on-board LEDs, T-package mount LEDs, radial package LEDs,

power package LEDs, LEDs including some type of encasement and/or optical element (e.g., a

diffusing lens), etc.

[0028] The term "light source" should be understood to refer t o any one or more of a

variety of radiation sources, including, but not limited to, LED-based sources (including one or

more LEDs as defined above), incandescent sources (e.g., filament lamps, halogen lamps),

fluorescent sources, phosphorescent sources, high-intensity discharge sources (e.g., sodium

vapor, mercury vapor, and metal halide lamps), lasers, other types of electroluminescent

sources, pyro-luminescent sources (e.g., flames), candle-luminescent sources (e.g., gas mantles,

carbon arc radiation sources), photo-luminescent sources (e.g., gaseous discharge sources),

cathode luminescent sources using electronic satiation, galvano-luminescent sources, crystallo-

luminescent sources, kine-luminescent sources, thermo-luminescent sources, triboluminescent

sources, sonoluminescent sources, radioluminescent sources, and luminescent polymers.

[0029] The term "lighting fixture" is used herein to refer to an implementation or

arrangement of one or more lighting units in a particular form factor, assembly, o r package.

The term "lighting unit" is used herein to refer to an apparatus including one or more light

sources of same or different types. A given lighting unit may have any one of a variety of

mounting arrangements for the light source(s), enclosure/housing arrangements and shapes,



and/or electrical and mechanical connection configurations. Additionally, a given lighting unit

optionally may be associated with (e.g., include, be coupled to and/or packaged together with)

various other components (e.g., control circuitry) relating t o the operation of the light

source(s). An "LED-based lighting unit" refers to a lighting unit that includes one or more LED-

based light sources as discussed above, alone or in combination with other non LED-based light

sources. A "multi-channel" lighting unit refers to an LED-based or non LED-based lighting unit

that includes at least two light sources configured t o respectively generate different spectrums

of radiation, wherein each different source spectrum may be referred t o as a "channel" of the

multi-channel lighting unit.

[0030] The term "controller" is used herein generally to describe various apparatus relating

to the operation of one or more light sources. A controller can be implemented in numerous

ways (e.g., such as with dedicated hardware) to perform various functions discussed herein. A

"processor" is one example of a controller which employs one or more microprocessors that

may be programmed using software (e.g., microcode) t o perform various functions discussed

herein. A controller may be implemented with or without employing a processor, and also may

be implemented as a combination of dedicated hardware t o perform some functions and a

processor (e.g., one or more programmed microprocessors and associated circuitry) to perform

other functions. Examples of controller components that may be employed in various

embodiments of the present disclosure include, but are not limited to, conventional

microprocessors, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), and field-programmable gate

arrays (FPGAs).

[0031] In various implementations, a processor or controller may be associated with one or

more storage media (generically referred t o herein as "memory," e.g., volatile and non-volatile

computer memory such as RAM, PROM, EPROM, and EEPROM, floppy disks, compact disks,

optical disks, magnetic tape, etc.). In some implementations, the storage media may be

encoded with one or more programs that, when executed on one or more processors and/or

controllers, perform at least some of the functions discussed herein. Various storage media

may be fixed within a processor or controller or may be transportable, such that the one or

more programs stored thereon can be loaded into a processor or controller so as t o implement



various aspects of the present invention discussed herein. The terms "program" or "computer

program" are used herein in a generic sense to refer t o any type of computer code (e.g.,

software or microcode) that can be employed to program one or more processors or

controllers.

[0032] The term "addressable" is used herein t o refer to a device (e.g., a light source in

general, a lighting unit or fixture, a controller or processor associated with one or more light

sources or lighting units, other non-lighting related devices, etc.) that is configured to receive

information (e.g., data) intended for multiple devices, including itself, and t o selectively

respond to particular information intended for it. The term "addressable" often is used in

connection with a networked environment (or a "network," discussed further below), in which

multiple devices are coupled together via some communications medium or media.

[0033] In one network implementation, one or more devices coupled t o a network may

serve as a controller for one or more other devices coupled to the network (e.g., in a

master/slave relationship). In another implementation, a networked environment may include

one or more dedicated controllers that are configured t o control one or more of the devices

coupled t o the network. Generally, multiple devices coupled t o the network each may have

access to data that is present on the communications medium or media; however, a given

device may be "addressable" in that it is configured to selectively exchange data with (i.e.,

receive data from and/or transmit data to) the network, based, for example, on one or more

particular identifiers (e.g., "addresses") assigned to it.

[0034] The term "network" as used herein refers to any interconnection of two or more

devices (including controllers or processors) that facilitates the transport of information (e.g.

for device control, data storage, data exchange, etc.) between any two or more devices and/or

among multiple devices coupled t o the network. As should be readily appreciated, various

implementations of networks suitable for interconnecting multiple devices may include any of a

variety of network topologies and employ any of a variety of communication protocols.

Additionally, in various networks according to the present disclosure, any one connection

between two devices may represent a dedicated connection between the two systems, or

alternatively a non-dedicated connection. In addition t o carrying information intended for the



two devices, such a non-dedicated connection may carry information not necessarily intended

for either of the two devices (e.g., an open network connection). Furthermore, it should be

readily appreciated that various networks of devices as discussed herein may employ one or

more wireless, wire/cable, and/or fiber optic links t o facilitate information transport

throughout the network.

[0035] The term "user interface" as used herein refers to an interface between a human

user or operator and one or more devices that enables communication between the user and

the device(s). Examples of user interfaces that may be employed in various implementations

of the present disclosure include, but are not limited to, switches, potentiometers, buttons,

dials, sliders, a mouse, keyboard, keypad, various types of game controllers (e.g., joysticks),

track balls, display screens, various types of graphical user interfaces (GUIs), touch screens,

microphones and other types of sensors that may receive some form of human-generated

stimulus and generate a signal in response thereto.

[0036] It should be appreciated that all combinations of the foregoing concepts and

additional concepts discussed in greater detail below (provided such concepts are not mutually

inconsistent) are contemplated as being part of the inventive subject matter disclosed herein.

In particular, all combinations of claimed subject matter appearing at the end of this disclosure

are contemplated as being part of the inventive subject matter disclosed herein. It should also

be appreciated that terminology explicitly employed herein that also may appear in any

disclosure incorporated by reference should be accorded a meaning most consistent with the

particular concepts disclosed herein.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0037] In the drawings, like reference characters generally refer to the same parts

throughout the different views. Also, the drawings are not necessarily t o scale, emphasis

instead generally being placed upon illustrating the principles of the invention.

[0038] FIG. 1 illustrates beginning portions of an embodiment of a DMX start code packet.

[0039] FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of a DMX network.



[0040] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment of a DMX network having enhanced DMX slaves and

also having non-enhanced DMX slaves.

[0041] FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of compiling and transmitting improved DMX

communications while maintaining backwards compatibility.

[0042] FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of receiving and analyzing improved DMX

communications.

[0043] FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of a method of compiling and transmitting an

interleaved DMX packet.

[0044] FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of a method of receiving and analyzing interleaved

data from an interleaved DMX packet.

[0045] FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of a DMX lighting network.

Detailed Description

[0046] The DMX512 protocol does not provide for error detection. The DMX512-A protocol

mentions error detection via use of a SIP, which implements some degree of error protection,

but requires all DMX slave devices to be compatible with the DMX512-A protocol and requires

the sending of a separate packet that includes a large amount of bytes relative t o the checksum

complexity.

[0047] Thus, there is a need in the art to provide methods and apparatus related to

extensions of the DMX protocol that enable error detection by enhanced DMX slave devices,

that maintain full compatibility with non-enhanced DMX slave devices, and that optionally

overcome one or more additional drawbacks of a SIP. The methods and apparatus may utilize a

packet checksum byte that is incorporated within a start code packet and that is a checksum of

a plurality of bytes in the start code packet.

[0048] More generally, Applicants have recognized and appreciated that it would be

beneficial to provide backwards compatible extensions of the DMX communication protocol.



[0049] In view of the foregoing, various embodiments and implementations of the present

invention are directed to extensions of a communication protocol.

[0050] In the following detailed description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation,

representative embodiments disclosing specific details are set forth in order to provide a

thorough understanding of the claimed invention. However, it will be apparent to one having

ordinary skill in the art having had the benefit of the present disclosure that other

embodiments according t o the present teachings that depart from the specific details disclosed

herein remain within the scope of the appended claims. For example, throughout the

description various embodiments are discussed in combination with certain DMX controlled

lighting fixtures that may be configured for certain applications. However, one of skill in the art

having had the benefit of the present disclosure will recognize and appreciate that the

principles hereof may be implemented in other lighting fixtures that may be configured for

other applications and/or in other non-lighting DMX devices. Moreover, descriptions of well-

known apparatuses and methods may be omitted so as t o not obscure the description of the

representative embodiments. Such methods and apparatuses are clearly within the scope of

the claimed invention.

[0051] Referring to FIG. 1, beginning portions of an embodiment of a DMX start code packet

110 are illustrated. The DMX start code packet 110 includes a start code 112 having a null value

(0x00). The start code 112 follows a reset sequence denoted by "BREAK." The DMX start code

packet 110 also includes a plurality of data bytes, including first data byte 1140, second data

byte 1141, and other data bytes 114X. A DMX slave device that is configured for address "0"

would utilize data transmitted in the first instruction data byte 1140 and a DMX slave device

that is configured for address "1" would utilize data transmitted in the second instruction data

byte 1141. Optionally, a single DMX slave device may utilize instruction data bytes 1140 and

1141. Other instruction bytes 114X may include up to 509 additional bytes configured for

providing instructions to one or more additional DMX slave devices and/or configured for

implementing one or more packet checksum bytes as described herein.

[0052] Referring to FIG. 2, an embodiment of a DMX network 200 is illustrated. The DMX

network 200 includes a DMX controller 250 transmitting a start code packet 210 to a plurality of



DMX slaves 221-224. The start code packet 210 includes a start code 212 and a plurality of data

bytes 2140-2146 following the start code 212. The DMX slave 221 is configured to utilize data

within instruction data byte 2140. DMX slave 222 is configured to utilize data within instruction

data bytes 2141 and 2142. DMX slave 223 is configured t o utilize data within instruction data

byte 2143. DMX slave 224 is configured t o utilize data within instruction data bytes 2144, 2145,

and 2146. The DMX controller 250 may optionally implement one or more additional data

bytes such as one or more packet checksum bytes as described herein. When one or more

packet checksum bytes as described herein are implemented into the start code packet 210 any

DMX slave 221-224 that is enhanced to analyze such check sum bytes may do so. Even if one or

more of the DMX slaves 221-224 is not enhanced, it will still function normally even when

reading instruction bytes from a start code packet that incorporates one or more packet

checksum bytes described herein.

[0053] Referring to FIG. 3, an embodiment of a DMX network 300 having enhanced DMX

slaves 322, 323 and also having non-enhanced DMX slaves 321, 324 is illustrated. The DMX

network 300 includes a DMX controller 350 transmitting a start code packet 310 to the DMX

slaves 321-324. In some implementations the DMX controller 350 may transmit the start code

packet over a communication medium that is subject to noise and interference such as a power

line network and/or a wireless network. The start code packet 310 includes a start code 312

and a plurality of data bytes 3140-3148 following the start code 312. The non-enhanced DMX

slave 321 is configured to act upon data within instruction data byte 3140. The non-enhanced

DMX slave 324 is configured to act upon data within data bytes 3144-3146.

[0054] Enhanced DMX slave 322 is configured to act upon data within instruction data bytes

3141 and 3142. Enhanced DMX slave 322 is also configured to buffer and analyze instruction

data bytes 3140-3146 and buffer and analyze checksum bytes 3147 and 3148. In one

implementation the enhanced DMX slave 322 may buffer instruction data bytes 3140-3146 and

calculate a received checksum thereof based upon a predefined checksum algorithm. The

enhanced DMX slave 322 may then compare the received checksum with the transmitted

master checksum of data bytes 3147 and 3148. If the received checksum corresponds t o the

master checksum, the DMX slave 322 may then act on the instruction data bytes 3141 and



3142. If the received checksu m does not correspond to the master checksu m, then the DMX

slave 322 may not act on one or both of the instruction data bytes 3141 and 3142. For

exam ple, in some embodi ments the DMX slave 322 may act on instruction data byte 3141

rega rd less of the correspondence between the received and master checksu ms, but only act on

instruction data byte 3142 if the received and master checksums correspond . The enhanced

DMX slave 323 is configu red t o act upon data within instruction data byte 3143. En hanced

DMX slave 323 is also configu red t o buffer and ana lyze instruction data bytes 3140-3146 and

buffer and ana lyze checksu m bytes 3147 and 3148 as described herein . In some

implementations the enhanced DMX slave 323 may buffer instruction data bytes 3140-3146,

calculate a received checksu m thereof, com pare it to the master checksu m of data bytes 3147

and 3148, and on ly act on instruction data bytes 3143 when the received checksu m and master

checksu m correspond .

[0055] A second start code packet 3101 is also i l lustrated in FIG . 3 fol lowing the first start

code packet 310. The second start code packet 3101 may have the same format as the f irst

start code packet 310. Moreover, the enhanced DMX slaves 322 and 323 may likewise buffer

data bytes of second start code packet 3101, calcu late a received checksu m thereof, and

com pare it t o a transmitted master checksu m thereof.

[0056] Referring to FIG . 4, an embodiment of com pili ng and transmitti ng improved DMX

com munications while maintaining backwards com patibi lity is i llustrated. The steps of FIG . 4

may be implemented in, for exam ple, the controllers 250/350 in some implementations of the

DMX networks 200/300.

[0057] At step 401 enhanced DMX slave devices are informed of a checksu m data location in

one or more chan nels of a DMX packet. For exam ple, the enhanced DMX slave devices may be

informed that the checksum data location will be in the last two data bytes of a DMX packet.

Also, for exam ple, the enhanced DMX slave devices may be informed that the checksu m data

location w i l l be in one or more particu la r checksum data bytes, which may be located at the

begin ning, end, or midd le of a DMX packet. The enhanced DMX slave devices may also

optionally be informed what format the checksu m will take (e.g., what checksu m algorith m w i l l

be utilized). In some implementations the DMX slave devices may include preloaded data that



identifies a fixed location of a checksum data byte within a DMX packet and/or identifies the

checksum format. In some implementations the DMX slave devices may include a jumper or

other user interface that enables a user t o identify a particular location of one or more

locations of a checksum data byte within a DMX packet and/or the checksum format. In some

implementations a controller may send a SIP that includes data indicating where the checksum

will reside within a DMX packet and optionally indicating what format the checksum will take.

[0058] At step 402 a checksum is calculated for the DMX packet. In some embodiments the

checksum is calculated for all instruction data bytes of the DMX packet. In other embodiments

the checksum may be calculated for less than all of the instruction data bytes of the DMX

packet. In some embodiments the checksum algorithm may be a position dependent checksum

such as, for example, Fletcher's checksum, Adler-32, or a cyclic redundancy check.

[0059] At step 403 the checksum is implemented in one or more open data bytes in the

DMX start code packet. The open data bytes are those which the DMX slave devices have been

informed carry the checksum. In some embodiments the data bytes may be those at the end of

the DMX start code packet.

[0060] At step 404 the DMX start code packet is transmitted to a plurality of DMX slave

devices. At least some of the DMX slave devices are enhanced DMX slave devices and will

verify the transmitted master checksum of the DMX packet with a checksum calculated at the

enhanced DMX slave device based upon received DMX packet data. Other of the DMX slave

devices may be non-enhanced DMX slave devices and will simply ignore the transmitted master

checksum since it is transmitted in an open data byte that is not being used by the non-

enhanced DMX slave devices.

[0061] Referring to FIG. 5, an embodiment of receiving and analyzing improved DMX

communications data is illustrated. The steps of FIG. 5 may be implemented in, for example,

the enhanced DMX slaves 322, 323 of FIG. 3 in some embodiments.

[0062] At step 501, data from one or more data bytes of a DMX start code packet is received

and buffered. For example, in some embodiments all instruction bytes of a DMX start code

packet are received and buffered.



[0063] At step 502, a received checksum of the received and buffered data bytes is

calculated according t o a checksu m algorith m. In some embodi ments the algorith m uti lized

may be dictated, for exam ple, by preloaded data on a DMX slave, transmitted data from a DMX

controller, and/or input from a user via a user interface. The ca lculation of the received

checksu m may uti lize a l l the received and buffered data (e.g., nearly a l l DMX sta rt code packet

data bytes) in some embodi ments and on ly some parts of the data in other embodiments.

[0064] At step 503, a master checksu m is received from a checksu m data location in one or

more data bytes of the DMX sta rt code packet. The particu la r data bytes that store the master

checksu m may be dictated, for exam ple, by preloaded data on a DMX slave, tra nsmitted data

from a DMX control ler, and/or from input from a user via a user interface. In many

embodiments step 503 may preferably occu r prior to step 502.

[0065] At step 504 the received checksu m (calcu lated based on received data bytes) is

com pared t o the master checksu m (transmitted in one or more data bytes). At step 505 it is

determined whether to act on device specific instruction bytes based upon the com parison of

the received checksu m to the master checksu m. For exam ple, in some embodiments the

device specific instruction bytes w i l l not be acted upon unless the received checksu m and the

master checksu m match one another. Also, for exa mple, in some embodiments some data

bytes (or aspects thereof) will not be acted upon unless the received checksu m and the master

checksu m match one another while other data bytes (or aspects thereof) will be acted upon

rega rdless. For exa mple, non-critical data bytes may be acted upon regard less of received and

master checksu m correspondence while critica l and/or potentia lly dangerous data bytes may

not be acted upon un less the received and master checksums correspond. Also, for exam ple, in

some embodiments the device specific instruction bytes w i l l not be acted upon unless the

received checksu m and the master checksu m are within a predetermined error range of one

another. Also, for exam ple, in some embodiments the device specific instructions will be acted

upon unless two or more consecutive erroneous DMX start code packets have occurred within

a predetermi ned time period .

[0066] Referring to FIG . 6, an embodiment of a method of com piling and transmitting an

interleaved DMX packet is i l lustrated. The method of FIG . 6 may optionally be implemented in,



for example, the controllers 250/350 in some implementations of the DMX networks 200/300.

The method of FIG. 6 may be implemented alone or optionally in combination with the

compiling and transmission of a start code DMX packet having checksum data therein.

[0067] At step 601 enhanced DMX slave devices are informed of an interleaving scheme. In

some implementations the enhanced DMX slave devices may include preloaded data that

identifies an interleaving scheme. In some implementations the enhanced DMX slave devices

may include a jumper or other user interface that enables a user to identify a particular

interleaving scheme. In some implementations a controller may send a SIP that includes data

indicating an interleaving scheme.

[0068] At step 602 a DMX start code packet is created having a plurality of data bytes with

data interleaved therebetween according to the interleaving scheme. For example, referring

briefly to FIG. 3, in one embodiment the data of data bytes 3144, 3145, and 3146 may be

interleaved with one another. For example, each of data bytes 3144, 3145, and 3146 may

include individual bits that are intended for different channels of the DMX slave 324 (instead of

each of the data bytes 3144, 3145, and 3146 including bits intended only for a single channel of

the DMX slave 324). In some embodiments the interleaving may occur over data bytes that

correspond t o a plurality of different DMX slave devices. In other words, a single data byte may

include data corresponding to a plurality of DMX slave devices. Also, the interleaving may

optionally include the checksum data byte(s) in embodiments in which the interleaving is

combined with checksum bytes. The interleaving should not occur among data bytes that

correspond to any non-enhanced DMX slaves t o ensure they receive instructional data bytes as

intended.

[0069] At step 603, the interleaved DMX start code packet is transmitted to a plurality of

DMX slave devices. At least some of the DMX slave devices are enhanced DMX slave devices

and will de-interleave the DMX start code packet once received. Other of the DMX slave

devices may be non-enhanced DMX slave devices and will simply ignore the interleaved data

since it will only be transmitted in data bytes that do not correspond to non-enhanced DMX

slave devices.



[0070] Referring to FIG . 7, an embodiment of a method of receiving and analyzing

interleaved data from an interleaved DMX packet is illustrated . The method of FIG . 7 may be

implemented in, for example, the enhanced DMX slaves 322, 323 of FIG . 3 in some

embodiments.

[0071] At step 701 interleaved data is received and buffered from a plurality of data bytes of

a DMX sta rt code packet. For example, the data bytes that are buffered for determining a

received checksum may likewise be buffered. At step 702 the interleaved data is reorganized

into de-interleaved data according to the interleaving scheme. For example, individua l data bits

from a plura lity of data bytes that correspond to a DMX slave may be reorganized into an order

that corresponds to an interleaving scheme to thereby obtain de-interleaved instructions for

the DMX slave. The individua l data bits may also optional ly be de-interleaved to obtain a

master checksu m if the DMX sta rt code packet includes checksu m data and that checksu m data

has been interleaved . In calcu lating a received checksu m, a DMX slave may utilize the

interleaved data in some embodiments and may utilize the de-interleaved data in other

embodiments. At step 703 at least one aspect of the DMX controlled equipment corresponding

to the DMX slave is directed based on the de-interleaved data.

[0072] In embodiments where interleavi ng is com bined with a checksum byte incorporated

in the DMX start code packet, it may help minimize the impact of errors in the transmitted DMX

sta rt code packet when DMX slave devices determi ne it is appropriate t o utilize one or more

data bytes despite the received checksum not matchi ng the master checksu m (e.g., if the one

or more data bytes are not critical, if the difference between the received checksu m and the

master checksu m indicates minima l corruption, if the erroneous DMX sta rt code packet has not

been preceded by additional erroneous packets within a set time period).

[0073] FIG . 8 i l lustrates another embodiment of a DMX lighting network 800. The DMX

lighting network 800 includes a DMX controller 850 controlling t hree separate groupings of

DMX slave lighting fixtures 821, 822, and 823. The DMX controller 850 may send the sa me

DMX sta rt code packet to al l t hree grou pings 821, 822, and 823 or may tra nsmit sepa rate DMX

start code packets to one or more of the grou pings 821-823. For example, the DMX controller

may tra nsmit standard DMX512 start code packets to groupings 821, DMX com munications



implementing a checksum byte in the start code packet t o grouping 822, and DMX

communications implementing interleaving in the start code packet (optionally in combination

with the checksum byte) t o groupings 823.

[0074] While several inventive embodiments have been described and illustrated herein,

those of ordinary skill in the art will readily envision a variety of other means and/or structures

for performing the function and/or obtaining the results and/or one or more of the advantages

described herein, and each of such variations and/or modifications is deemed to be within the

scope of the inventive embodiments described herein. More generally, those skilled in the art

will readily appreciate that all parameters, dimensions, materials, and configurations described

herein are meant to be exemplary and that the actual parameters, dimensions, materials,

and/or configurations will depend upon the specific application or applications for which the

inventive teachings is/are used. Those skilled in the art will recognize, or be able t o ascertain

using no more than routine experimentation, many equivalents to the specific inventive

embodiments described herein. It is, therefore, to be understood that the foregoing

embodiments are presented by way of example only and that, within the scope of the

appended claims and equivalents thereto, inventive embodiments may be practiced otherwise

than as specifically described and claimed. Inventive embodiments of the present disclosure

are directed to each individual feature, system, article, material, kit, and/or method described

herein. In addition, any combination of two or more such features, systems, articles, materials,

kits, and/or methods, if such features, systems, articles, materials, kits, and/or methods are not

mutually inconsistent, is included within the inventive scope of the present disclosure.

[0075] All definitions, as defined and used herein, should be understood to control over

dictionary definitions, definitions in documents incorporated by reference, and/or ordinary

meanings of the defined terms.

[0076] The indefinite articles "a" and "an," as used herein in the specification and in the

claims, unless clearly indicated to the contrary, should be understood to mean "at least one."

[0077] The phrase "and/or," as used herein in the specification and in the claims, should be

understood to mean "either or both" of the elements so conjoined, i.e., elements that are



conjunctively present in some cases and disjunctively present in other cases. Multiple elements

listed with "and/or" should be construed in the same fashion, i.e., "one or more" of the

elements so conjoined. Other elements may optionally be present other than the elements

specifically identified by the "and/or" clause, whether related or unrelated to those elements

specifically identified. Thus, as a non-limiting example, a reference t o "A and/or B", when used

in conjunction with open-ended language such as "comprising" can refer, in one embodiment,

to A only (optionally including elements other than B); in another embodiment, t o B only

(optionally including elements other than A); in yet another embodiment, t o both A and B

(optionally including other elements); etc.

[0078] It should also be understood that, unless clearly indicated t o the contrary, in any

methods claimed herein that include more than one step or act, the order of the steps or acts

of the method is not necessarily limited t o the order in which the steps or acts of the method

are recited. Also, reference numerals appearing in the claims in parentheses are provided

merely for convenience and should not be construed as limiting the claims in any way.

[0079] In the claims, as well as in the specification above, all transitional phrases such as

"comprising," "including," "carrying," "having," "containing," "involving," "holding," "composed

of," and the like are to be understood to be open-ended, i.e., t o mean including but not limited

to. Only the transitional phrases "consisting of" and "consisting essentially of" shall be closed

or semi-closed transitional phrases, respectively.

What is claimed is:



CLAIMS

1. A method of providing improved DMX communication while maintaining backwards

compatibility, comprising:

connecting a plurality of enhanced DMX slaves to a DMX network, said enhanced

DMX slaves having a plurality of DMX slave control addresses corresponding thereto;

compiling a DMX start code packet having a plurality of bytes (403), said bytes

including a plurality of enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes corresponding t o said

enhanced DMX slave control addresses and including at least one packet checksum

byte;

wherein said packet checksum byte is incorporated within said start code packet

and is a checksum of a plurality of said bytes of said start code packet;

transmitting said start code packet on said DMX network (404);

receiving said start code packet at each of said enhanced DMX slaves (501, 503);

buffering a plurality of said bytes including said packet checksum at each of said

enhanced DMX slaves (501, 503);

calculating a received checksum of buffered of said bytes (502) and comparing

said received checksum with said packet checksum at each of said enhanced DMX slaves

(504);

wherein each of said enhanced DMX slaves at least selectively acts on a

respective at least one of said enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes only when a

calculated said received checksum and said packet checksum substantially correspond.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes include

interleaved DMX slave instruction bytes, each of said interleaved DMX slave instruction

bytes having bits that correspond to operating instructions for a plurality of said

enhanced DMX slaves.



3 . The method of claim 2, wherein said bytes of said DMX start code further include at

least one non-interleaved non-enhanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding to a

non-enhanced DMX slave control address.

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising interleaving a plurality of individual bits

among said DMX slave instruction bytes according t o an interleaving scheme (602) prior

to transmitting said start code packet on said DMX network.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein said enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes include first,

second, and third enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes, wherein each of said first,

second, and third enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes includes first enhanced DMX

slave instruction bits corresponding to a first of said enhanced DMX slaves and second

enhanced DMX slave instruction bits corresponding to a second of said enhanced DMX

slaves.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising transmitting a separate informational packet

to said DMX slaves, said separate informational packet including data pertaining to

calculating said received checksum.

7 . The method of claim 4, wherein data pertaining to calculating said received checksum is

preloaded onto said enhanced DMX slaves.

8 . The method of claim 1, wherein said packet checksum byte is provided at the end of

said start code packet.

9 . The method of claim 8, wherein said checksum is a checksum of all control instructions

of said start code packet.



10. A method of providing improved DMX communication while maintaining backwards

compatibility, comprising:

connecting at least one enhanced DMX slave to a DMX network, said enhanced

DMX slave having at least one enhanced DMX slave control address;

connecting at least one non-enhanced DMX slave t o said DMX network, said

non-enhanced DMX slave having at least one non-enhanced DMX slave control address;

compiling a start code packet having a plurality of bytes (403), said bytes

including at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding to said

enhanced DMX slave control address, at least one non-enhanced DMX slave instruction

byte corresponding to said non-enhanced DMX slave control address, and at least one

packet checksum byte;

wherein said packet checksum byte is incorporated within said start code packet

and is a checksum of a plurality of said bytes of said start code packet;

transmitting said start code packet on said DMX network (404);

receiving said start code packet at said enhanced DMX slave (501, 503);

buffering a plurality of said bytes including said packet checksum at said

enhanced DMX slave (501, 503);

calculating a received checksum of buffered of said bytes (502) and comparing

said received checksum with said packet checksum at said enhanced DMX slave (504);

wherein said enhanced DMX slave at least selectively acts on said enhanced DMX

slave instruction byte only when said received checksum and said packet checksum

substantially correspond; and

wherein said non-enhanced DMX slave acts on any received said non-enhanced

DMX slave instruction byte regardless of said packet checksum.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein said at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte

includes a first enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and a second enhanced DMX slave

instruction byte.



12. The method of claim 11, wherein said enhanced DMX slave only acts on said first

enhanced DMX slave instruction byte when said received checksum and said packet

checksum substantially correspond but acts on said second enhanced DMX slave

instruction byte even when said received checksum and said packet checksum do not

substantially correspond.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising interleaving a plurality of individual bits in

said first enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and said second enhanced DMX slave

instruction byte according to an interleaving scheme (602) prior to transmitting said

start code packet on said DMX network.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising transmitting a manufacturer specific packet

to said DMX slave that includes data pertaining to said interleaving scheme.

15. The method of claim 10, wherein said at least one enhanced DMX slave includes a first

enhanced DMX slave and a second enhanced DMX slave.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein said at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte

includes first, second, and third enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes, wherein each of

said first, second, and third enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes includes first

enhanced DMX slave instruction bits corresponding to said first enhanced DMX slave

and second enhanced DMX slave instruction bits corresponding to said second

enhanced DMX slave.

17. A method of receiving and analyzing improved DMX communications, comprising:

receiving a start code packet having a plurality of bytes (501, 503), said bytes

including at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding to an

enhanced DMX slave and at least one packet checksum byte;

wherein said packet checksum byte is incorporated within said start code packet

and is a checksum of a plurality of said bytes of said start code packet;

buffering a plurality of said bytes including said packet checksum (501, 503);



calculating a received checksum of buffered of said bytes (502) and comparing

said received checksum with said packet checksum (504); and

at least selectively acting on said enhanced DMX slave instruction byte only

when said received checksum and said packet checksum substantially correspond (505).

18. The method of claim 17, wherein said at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte

includes an interleaved first enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and an interleaved

second enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and wherein the method further

comprises de-interleaving said first enhanced DMX slave instruction byte and said

second enhanced DMX slave instruction byte (702).

19. The method of claim 17, wherein a plurality of said DMX slave instruction bytes are

included and further comprising at least selectively acting on some of said enhanced

DMX slave instruction bytes only when said received checksum and said packet

checksum substantially correspond and at least selectively acting on other of said

enhanced DMX slave instruction bytes even when said received checksum and said

packet checksum do not substantially correspond.

20. A method of providing improved DMX communication while maintaining backwards

compatibility, comprising:

compiling a start code packet having a plurality of bytes (403), said bytes

including at least one enhanced DMX slave instruction byte corresponding to an

enhanced DMX slave control address, at least one non-enhanced DMX slave instruction

byte corresponding to a non-enhanced DMX slave control address, and at least one

packet checksum byte;

wherein said packet checksum byte is incorporated within said start code packet

and is a checksum of a plurality of said bytes of said start code packet; and

transmitting said start code packet on a DMX network (404).
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